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Abstract
An activity designed to actively introduce first year students to issues
related to academic misconduct is described. The activity involves
computing students writing a short essay on a topic related to the
history of computing. The essays are subsequently automatically
checked for non-originality and the outcomes made available to the
students. The results of approximately 350 students from two different
sessions are analysed for any demographic influences. The only
significant findings were that non-originality was a predictor of noncompletion of first year studies and of a lower percentage outcome.
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Introduction
The best practice guidance for managing academic misconduct as
summarised by Carroll (Carroll & Appleton 2001, Carroll 2002) includes
the recommendation that all students are explicitly educated at the
outset of their higher education about what constitutes misconduct,
why it is unacceptable and the institutional processes for managing it.
Much of the general advice on how to accomplish this (Culwin &
Lancaster 2001, Carroll 2002, Harris 2004) seems to confuse the
issues of: educating students per se, detecting non-original content in
student work, institutional management of plagiarism and academic
misconduct, and designing assessment processes that are more
resistant to misconduct.

The section of Carroll’s good practice guide titled ‘Active learning
methods to teach students’ (Carroll 2001 Ch 4.3) is only two
paragraphs in length and offers little in the way of detailed suggestion,
but recommends unspecified active learning techniques as most
effective. The general advice given elsewhere regarding educating
students seems largely to consist of informing students as they are
inducted into higher education as to the issues involved and assuming
that thereafter this knowledge will be understood and available. The
availability of the information is guaranteed by the institution hosting it
somewhere in its web presence, and advertising this location to the
student body.
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However the processes of acculturalisation into higher education need
to embed values related to the ownership of intellectual property in
order to foster attitudes that will respect the importance of correct
attribution of non-original material. It seems unlikely that passive
instruction and abstract discussion will embed such values into a
‘napster generation’ (Barbrook, 2002) who do not accept the legitimacy
of intellectual property rights relating to popular music. This attitude
can be expected to generalise to textual, and other forms of media,
that are Web hosted. An attitude that is given some academic
credibility by some postmodernist theorists (Ross 2004) who deny the
concept of authorship and hence plagiarism. The resulting behaviour in
students is evidenced by the extent of non-original content in submitted
work (Dick et. al 2003) despite the now ubiquitous required student
signature upon submission confirming that the material is original or
correctly attributed.
More active approaches to educating students involve explicitly
illustrating the acceptable and unacceptable ways in which non-original
material can be included in student writing (Culwin 2005). Providing
case studies of plagiarism in practice, quizzes and interactive on-line
learning objects relating to plagiarism (Szondi 2004, Boling & Theodore
Undated). Having the students obtain an essay from an essay bank
and submitting it to a non-originality detection service (Weller 2003).
However there seem to be very few such examples in the general
literature.
Accordingly the first part of this paper describes an activity in which
first year computing students at London South Bank University (LSBU)
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participated during the 2002/3 and 2003/4 academic sessions. The
activity was intended to provide a positive learning experience,
allowing those who engaged in misconduct to be identified for
educative rather than punitive attention. A by-product of these activities
was direct measurement of the degree of non-originality in a corpus of
student work. This data was subsequently demographically analysed in
an attempt to obtain empirical evidence to support various conclusions
from existing studies based upon less direct evidence.

The UK study that initiated the current interest in plagiarism and
academic misconduct was conducted in 1995 by Franklyn-Stokes and
Newstead (Franklyn-Stokes & Newstead 1995) and, significantly, was
a questionnaire survey. As such it did not attempt to measure
behaviour or the attributes of an artefact of behaviour; but to record
self-reported behaviour. It can be argued that this would result in the
true incidence being under-reported as individuals are to some extent
practising self deception when they engage in misconduct.
Subsequently in order to preserve this deceit they will deny, even
anonymously, that they have done so. Conversely it can be argued that
males are more subject to anti social behaviour and bravado and so
might over report the level of their misconduct.
Since that time the questionnaire study has remained the prevalent
technique for assessing the level of misconduct in student cohorts
(Marsden et al 2005). Some have asked students to report the level of
behaviour in their cohort rather than their own (Sheard & Martin 2003)
in the hope that this would yield more accurate data. Other studies
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asked students to respond to hypothetical scenarios (Underwood
2003). While some asked tutors to report the amount of misconduct
(Culwin et al 2002) although tutor’s perceptions have been shown to be
an under estimate (Franklyn-Stokes & Newstead 1995).
The reported rates of misconduct vary widely between studies
(Stubbings & Brine 2003, Dick et al 2003, Hart 2004) which adds
confusion to attempts to state if the amount of misconduct is increasing
or decreasing. This confusion is caused by differences in the phrasing
of the questions, differences in the implicit institutional or explicit
questionnaire definitions of the terms used, differences in the way
measurements were made (Likert, nominal, interval) and differences in
the gross demographics of the cohorts studied (discipline area, gender
balances, age profiles, level of study). Hence although it is often stated
that the amount of misconduct is increasing there is very little, if any,
wide ranging and longitudinal evidence that this is the case. What
undoubtedly is the case is that the level of academic and stakeholder
interest has increased dramatically over the last decade.
The studies have generally reported that the level of reported
misconduct varies with gender, with males reporting higher levels than
females; and age, with younger students reporting more misconduct
than older students (Whitley et al 1999, Franklyn-Stokes. and
Newstead 1995, Hart 2004, Marsden et al 2005, Simon et al. 2004).
Other demographic factors are less clear-cut but, there is support for
the suggestion that misconduct is associated with lower levels of ability
and with students who have an instrumental attitude towards higher
education (Hart 2004, McCabe & Trevino 1997).
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The alternative to asking respondents to comment or report upon the
level of misconduct is to make a direct measurement of non-originality
within a corpus of collected student work. This method of measurement
can be capricious in at least two ways. Firstly the reported level of nonoriginality will be lower than the true level. A study by Satterwhite &
Gerein (Satterwhite & Gerein 2001) took samples from 146 different
publicly available sources and submitted them to a number of different
detection services and search engines. The various services returned
between 20% and 58% hits, although the extent of detection that was
classified as a hit is not clearly stated. Secondly the tools report only
the extent of detected non-originality, this will include legitimately cited
material as well as illicitly reused material. However given these
caveats the levels of non-originality reported from such studies can be
regarded as a low water mark for the true extent of non-originality in a
corpus.

Other methodological problems relating to using direct measurement in
this way include the stability of the tools used and the meaning of the
values returned. Many of the tools are not stable and their performance
is continually being upgraded in the light of experience. This together
with the considerations that the tools have not been available for a
significant amount of time and that some that once existed no longer
appear to be available, makes longitudinal studies of cohorts or cohorts
passing through an institution problematic.
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In addition the meaning of the metric returned by the tool is not always
obvious or comparable, or in some cases even explained. It might be
assumed that a non-originality metric of 100% between two documents
would indicate that they were word for word identical. However some
tools, including the one described below, are fuzzy and a reported
metric of 100% does not mean that the documents are necessarily
totally identical. In a similar way a reported metric of 0% does not
mean that the documents had no words or phrases in common.
Accordingly direct comparisons between studies that use different
tools, or even the same tool on different occasions, may not be
possible.
Despite these problems there are a small number of studies that
attempt to report upon direct measurement of behaviour as expressed
in the proportion of detected non-originality in a submission. Many of
these studies report upon computer program source code plagiarism
as these tools have been available for a longer period of time and their
operation is simpler than those that are able to measure free text nonoriginality (Chen et al 2002, Byrne et al 2004, Vamplew & Dermoudy
2005,). A smaller number of studies have investigated free text student
submissions (Knight et al 2004, Johnson et al 2004, Weinstein &
Dobkin 2002) and a related study by Clough (Clough 2001)
investigated non-originality in a corpus of press articles.
With the exception of the Weinstein study the papers are largely more
concerned with describing the operation, tuning and deployment of the
tools and only incidentally report upon the extent of the non-originality
detected and none relate it to any demographic factors. The Weinstein
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study is notable as it manually filtered out false hits by visual inspection
but again attempted no demographic analysis of the data obtained. It
did however present objective evidence that explicitly warning students
that their work would be subject to non-originality analysis caused the
level of non-attributed non-original content to fall.
The Weinstein study reports the underlying Internet plagiarism rate at
17% and claims that this is comparable with other, uncited, studies. It
divides these into 7% for ‘large scale plagiarism’ and 10% for
‘plagiarism small in magnitude’. However, the percentage nonoriginality value, as provided by TurnItIn (TurnItIn 2005), upon which
this distinction is made is not stated. The Knight study is largely
concerned with optimising automated Google searches (Google 2005)
and reported 4 possible hits from 480 submissions. The Johnson study
used CopyCatch (CopyCatch 2005) and reported 4 plagiarised papers
from a corpus of 590 submissions.
It is against this background that the results obtained from this study of
direct measurement were related to demographic considerations in an
attempt to triangulate the general conclusions of the questionnaire
studies.

The Activity
The 2003/4 activity was designed following the experience in the
2002/3 session. This is a description of the latter activity with significant
changes from the previous activity commented upon. The activity
formed part of a level one professional skills unit taken by all first year
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computing and IT students and which is perceived by the staff as an
extended induction to higher education. A part of the unit involved a
lecture on the history of computing, which was followed up with a
homework task to write a related essay. A list of about 200 topics taken
from the history of computing had been prepared, allowing each
student to have an individualised task; which is also in line with good
practice guidelines. The instructions for the task defined the outputs
that the student had to produce which were: a title, some keywords, a
1000 word essay and two URLs where further information could be
obtained. The instructions advised the students to use World Wide
Web search engines to locate sources and included the explicit advice:
Although you are being encouraged to use the Web to
search for information you *MUST* consult several sources
of information and the essay you submit *MUST* be entirely
in your own words drawing only facts and ideas from your
sources.
The students were allowed two weeks to complete the activity and
were advised that they could contact the activities’ co-ordinator if they
could not locate any suitable material. A small number of students
made use of this support, most of whom needed assistance with
constructing effective search terms but some of whom had been given
a topic that was too obscure and needed to have a different topic
allocated.
The students were required to submit their essays and other outputs
using a Web form. Their essays were then made visible on the
University Intranet, indexed in various ways and students were
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encouraged to read the essays that other members of their tutor group
had produced.
Once the deadline for submission had passed the essays were
analysed for non-originality using a suite of programs based upon
OrCheck (Lancaster & Culwin 2004) technology. Essentially this
technology allows automated Google searches to be made, downloads
the documents indicated by the search engine and analyses the
degree of similarity between each downloaded document and the
document under investigation. The results of the analysis include a
visualisation that shows which parts of each located document have
been shown to be similar to parts of the document under investigation.
Copies of the target and located documents with the similarities
highlighted in different colours are also produced.
The results of the analysis were communicated to each student by
means of a pro-forma report which included the address of a hidden
URL, where the student’s submission and the most similar document
were shown side by side with the essentially identical segments
highlighted in red. An example of the web page produced for each
student is illustrated in Figure 1.
These results were made available to the students at the first tutorial
following a lecture on academic misconduct. That lecture illustrated the
process of academic misconduct by the lecturer pretending that they
had been required to write a 1000 essay on a historical figure called
"Tony Blair". The first essay was prepared by downloading the
biography of the prime minister from the official Number 10 web site,
measuring about 1000 words in Microsoft Word and inserting the name
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of the lecturer as the author. This essay was then analysed live by the
OrCheck tool with the source readily identified. A number of other preprepared essays were then produced exhibiting different attempts at
disguise with each being submitted live to the tool with the sources
again being readily identified and the visualisation showing exactly how
each source had been used to produce the finished essay.
At this point the students were told that their essays had been
processed by the tool and that their tutors would be giving them the
results of the analysis and discussing the implications with them at the
next tutorial. It was also readily admitted that the tool was not foolproof
and it was quite possible that the headline reported percentage nonoriginality value was lower, or even much lower, that the true degree of
non-originality. The lecture then continued by explaining what other
activities constituted academic misconduct, how and why these
activities damaged both the individual and, via the damage to the
institution, damaged everyone. The lecture concluded by outlining the
processes that would be followed if academic misconduct was
suspected by a tutor.
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Figure 1 On-line non-originality report
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There was no formal evaluation of the activity as such by the students.
However most of the tutors commented upon how amused and
engaged the students were, even by those who had unseemly
amounts of non-originality detected. A follow-up activity was planned
which involved a structured interview with a sample of the students,
with the sample biased towards those who had shown large amounts
of non-originality. However due to a combination of staff illness and
administrative confusion this activity did not take place.

The gross measurements
Figure 2 shows the cumulative non-originality graphs of the amount of
detected non-originality for the 145 students who participated in the
2002/3 activity and the 207 who participated in 2003/4.
Figure 2 Cumulative non-originality 2002/3 left and 2003/4 right
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On each graph the x axis is the percentage of students who had at
least the degree of non-originality shown on the y axis. For example in
2002/3 20% of students had approximately 40% or more non-originality
in their essays. A small adjustment was made in the process of
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collecting and analysing for 2003/4 which had the effect of making the
process a little more sensitive at the lower end of the scale. Allowing
for this the graphs can be considered very similar. The mean in 2002/3
was 21.2% with a large standard deviation of 25.6%; in 2003/4 the
mean was 24.7% and coincidentally the standard deviation was also
24.7%. A t test confirmed that there was no significant difference
between the data from the two years.
When percentage non-originality values are stated in studies it is not
always clear how the value was obtained. The meaning of 100% nonoriginality seems intuitively clear, all of the document can be shown to
be identical with parts of one or more other documents. The meaning
of 0% is less clear, naively it might be taken to indicate that there is no
similarity between the document under investigation and any other
documents considered in the analysis. However as all of the
documents are written in the same natural language there must be
some overlap in common vocabulary, even before any technical
vocabulary issues are considered. Values intermediate between 0%
and 100% are correspondingly even less clear.
The values reported here are computed by first removing the 200 most
common words in everyday English as reported by the British National
Corpus (BNC 2005) from all documents. The first word in the resulting
target document is then considered and the longest sequential
matching sequence of words starting with that word in any other
document is located. If that word does not exist in any other document
it scores 0 and the next word is considered. If the longest matching
string is two words, each word scores 0.25; three words score 0.5; four
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words 0.75 and five words or more 1.0. After scoring the sequence the
first word following it is considered. This process continues until all the
words in the target document have been scored.

Accordingly each word in the document can score between 0.0 and 1.0
with the gross reported percentage being the average score of all noncommon words in the document. The scoring system will not be unduly
influenced by a common technical vocabulary as terms or short
phrases, score lower that longer phrases or sections of matching text.

As the 200 most common words are removed before scoring it is
possible that a score of 100% could be obtained between the
document under investigation and a source or sources, despite them
not being word for word identical. This fuzzy matching of documents is
capable of seeing through some attempted disguise of the source
material by the plagiarist.

What was somewhat surprising was the number of students who
submitted a URL which subsequently proved to be the most significant
match. A total of 136 of the 207 students were shown to have more
than 10% non originality, a fairly arbitrary cut off value to exclude the
possibility of a common technical vocabulary and other non-significant
matching phrases. Of these 136, 61 that is approximately half,
submitted a URL that proved to be the greatest contributor of nonoriginality. The average non-originality for these contributions was
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28.8% with a standard deviation of 16.4, the minimum was 11% and
the maximum 73%. The cumulative frequency graph for this group is
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 Cumulative non-originality attributable to a supplied URL
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The graph indicates that about 40% of this group, about 54 students,
supplied a URL which contributed 25% or more of their essay; with
about 10% of the group, about 14 students, supplying a URL which
contributed 60% or more. The implications of this are either that the
students did not think that anyone would read their essays in
conjunction with the link supplied and note the similarity or that, despite
the clear injunction, they did not believe that this behaviour was
unacceptable.

The Demographic Analysis

Accepting the limitations of the measurement process the gross degree
of non-originality as observed can be used to investigate demographic
and other divisions within the sample. As the terms were randomly
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distributed through the sample the efficacy of the non-originality
measurement can be assumed to be non-capricious with respect
demographic and other variables. Consequently any observed
differences between sub-groups within the sample can be safely
attributed to membership of that group, rather than being an artefact of
the measuring process.
Gender
Table 1 shows the overall mean level of detected non-originality for
males and females. The left hand table sows the data from the 2002/3
session and the right hand table the data from the 2003/4 session. The
first row of the table shows the number of males and females, the
second row shows the level of non-originality for the entire sample and
the third row the level of non-originality excluding those who had less
than 10% non-original material detected.
Table 1. Analysis by gender 2002/3 left and 2003/4 right
n
all
10 plus

female
36
15.1
17.1

male
119
17.6
20.5

female
67
22.3
35.3

male
138
26.2
36.7

Standard socio-biological theory states that as females are more risk
averse and general educational studies suggests that females are
more committed and organized. Both of these factors might suggest
that male non-originality would be higher than female non-originality,
and this is indicated by the data. However the difference was not
shown to be significant.
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Age
Figure 4 shows the relationship between age and non-originality. There
is no clear pattern in the graphs and the correlation coefficients
indicated no systematic relationship.
Figure 4 Scattergraph of age against non-originality 2002/3 left and
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When the sample was divided into those younger than 22 and those
older than 22, a t test showed no significant differences. The value 22
was chosen as is about the minimum age for individuals to graduate in
UK universities. As with gender it might be hypothesised that older
students would be less likely to engage in misconduct and although
this is indicated by the raw data it cannot be concluded. The data is
presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Analysis by age 2002/3 left and 2003/4 right
n
all
10 plus

<22
83
18.9
28.1

>=22
73
15.4
23.4

<22
101
27.0
34.9
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>=22
103
22.8
38.8

Outcome
Outcome can be measured in two ways. The students submitted the
essay in November with the end of the academic year the following
June. Some students withdrew before completing the year and so
would have an incomplete set of results. The remaining students'
outcome could be measured by taking the overall percentage score as
recorded on their first year transcript.
Table 3. Analysis by completion 2002/3 left and 2003/4 right
n
all
10 plus

complete
129
16.3
24.3

withdrawn
27
21.9
34.2

complete
182
23.8
34.8

withdrawn
25
31.3
45.0

Table 3 shows the average non-originality scores of the minority of
students who did not complete their first year of study and of those who
did. A t test on the entire cohorts showed the difference to be
significant 0.1 confidence level for the whole groups in both years
(2002/3 p=0.083, 2003/4 p=0.078). When the analysis was restricted to
those with more than 10% non-originality the differences for both years
were significant at the 0.05 confidence level (2002/3 p=0.033, 2003/4
p=0.047).
The data suggests that the amount of non-originality is indicative of not
completing the year. That is those first year students who submitted
higher levels of non-original material in November were significantly
less likely to present a full set of marks to the examination board the
following July. This result does not seem surprising as students who
have to resort to cheating so early in their higher education academic
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progression would seem to be ill prepared for the demands of studying
at this level. It might also be that they are less committed to studying
and so are more likely to withdraw.
Figure 5 presents scattergraphs of the students who completed the
year against non-originality. There is no clear pattern in the graphs and
the correlation coefficient indicated no systematic relationship.

Figure 5. Scattergraph of outcome against non-originality
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When the sample was divided into those whose outcome was less than
40% and those above 40%. The 2002/3 averages were 20.4% and
15.5% respectively, a difference which was not significant. The 2003/4
averages were 25.9 and 15.8, a difference which was shown by a t-test
to be significant at the 0.05 level (p=0.042). The value of 40% was
chosen as this is regarded as the pass/fail boundary at LSBU.
Following on from the non-completion argument it would appear that
there is some evidence that weaker students are more prone to
engage in misconduct.
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Course
The students in the sample came from one of two programmes:
Computing, which includes both computing and internet computing and
Business Information Technology (BIT), which includes both BIT and ecommerce. The computing programme is regarded as the more
technical and students entering it tend to have a higher level of
qualification. Table 4 shows the non-originality related to course, the
number of students in this analysis is smaller than that in previous
tables as the course data for a number of students was clearly
erroneous. A t test on the 2002/3 data showed significance at the 0.05
level, both for the entire sample and for those with more than 10% nonoriginality (t=1.74, t crit=1.66, p=0.042 & t=1.89, t crit=1.66, p=0.031).
The data from the 2003/4 cohort was non-significant.

Table 4. Analysis by course 2002/3 left and 2003/4 right

n
all
ten
plus

Compu
ting
64
14.0
21.9

BIT

Comput BIT
ing
84
115
25.9
22.9
33.9
37.6

84
19.5
29.4

A tentative conclusion from the 2002/3 data might be that there is
some evidence that less technical courses are associated with higher
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levels of misconduct. This conclusion would be in keeping with the
amount of plagiarism noted on final year projects that are organised
and administered identically across both programmes. However it was
not possible to triangulate this conclusion from the 2003/4 data.
Triangulation with MOSS
In the 2002/3 session the computing students were required to
complete a Java programming coursework; in 2003/4 all students were
required to do so. The program listings were collected in both years
and submitted to the Measure Of Software Similarity (MOSS 2005)
service, which measures the extent of intra-corporal similarity in the
source code listings. This provides an independent measure of nonoriginal material and so can be triangulated with the data from the
essay activity. The scattergraphs of the 24 students from the 2002/3
cohort and the 69 students from the 2003/4 cohort, whose free text
non-originality was greater than 10% and for whom MOSS measures
were available are given in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Scattergraph of souce code against free text non-originality,
2002/3 left and 2003/4 right
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Although the correlation from the 2002/3 data was significant at the
0.01 level, the correlation from the 2002/3 data was non-significant.
The implication from the significant correlation would have been that
presenting non-original work appears to be consistent between
subjects and modalities, however this was not confirmed from the
larger 2003/4 sample.

Conclusions and further work
This paper gives an example of how first year undergraduate students
can be actively introduced to the issues of academic misconduct.
Although no formal evaluation of the activity was conducted the reports
from the tutors and from the students themselves would seem to
indicate that this activity was more favourably received than a more
passive exposition which was presented in previous years.
The study also shows that it is possible to systematically measure the
amount of non-originality in student submissions and from that
investigate the demographics of academic misconduct. The relatively
short length of the student submissions in this study and the somewhat
artificial nature of the task may have affected the outcome. It is also
possible that an institutional memory is in the process of being
developed whereby first year students are pre-warned that the history
essays will be subject to non-originality investigation. If this is the case
then the amount of non-originality contained within the submissions
would decline; however this is exactly what is wanted from a
programme to educate students about academic misconduct.
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Several factors which have been suggested as possibly significant,
were indicated but were not shown to be significant. The only
conclusion that is as yet unambiguously concluded is that students
who subsequently did not complete their first year were more likely to
present non-original material. This is partly coupled with the conclusion
that weaker students are significantly more likely to engage in
cheating. If these findings can be shown to be replicable then it would
indicate that activities such as this can be used to identify students who
might benefit from additional support. It would be worthwhile for the
study to be repeated in subject areas other than computing and in
institutions other than LSBU. Not only would this further triangulate the
data, if common measurement techniques were applied, would allow
the demographic influences of broad subject area and type of
institution to be investigated.
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